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SETTLEMENT MANUAL 

BOLSA DE VALORES DE PANAMÁ, S.A. (PANAMA STOCK EXCHANGE) 

 

1.  Settlement consists in receiving and delivering securities and payments resulting from 

trades carried out through the Exchange which, as of January 1998, is made through the 

Central Latinoamericana de Valores, S.A. (Latin Clear).  Settlement of transactions may be 

agreed to be:  

a.  Spot (T+2). 

b.  Term (T+3) or more days. 

Spot transactions (T+2), Today -(T) and (T+1) have been temporarily eliminated.  

2.  In the case of spot transactions, payment and delivery of securities are made two 

business days after the transaction date.  

3. In the case of term transactions, payment and delivery of securities are made on the 

settlement date agreed beforehand by the Exchange Seat Holders, following the same 

procedure as for spot transactions.  

4. All securities must be immobilized at a securities clearing house before they trade.  

5. Monetary settlements are carried out through the clearing system with Panama´s 

National Bank (Banco Nacional de Panamá) and Latin Clear.  In order to comply with this 

procedure, every Exchange Seat Holder must submit a letter signed by its corresponding 

Bank authorizing Banco Nacional de Panamá to debit or credit its accounts, pursuant to 

the result of the netting of balances of all exchange transactions generated by the 

Exchange and Latin Clear.  

6. Exchange Seat Holder must submit a letter stating the limit authorized to debit the 

Exchange Seat Holder’s account through the clearing system.  
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7. Given a temporary increase in the total amount authorized to be debited by Latin Clear, 

the Bank shall modify said authorization two business days prior, in order to realize the 

corresponding increase.  

8. Securities must be deposited in the sell-side Seat Holder’s account with Latin Clear and 

upon processing of the Exchange transaction, it will be debited from the sell-side Seat 

Holder’s account and credited to the buy-side Seat Holder’s account.  

9. The buy-side’s Seat Holder may keep the securities deposited in its account with Latin 

Clear or request Latin Clear for their materialization.  

10. Regarding monetary settlements, the net result of all transactions on a given day shall be 

debited or credited through the clearing system. Settlements shall include the Exchange’s 

commissions, payment of interests, dividends, accumulated interests and the value 

traded.  

11. Latin Clear shall send on a daily basis a fax to all Banks involved in each day’s settlements 

with the amount that it will receive through the Clearing House. 

12. Each Exchange Seat Holder shall be responsible for reconciling on a daily basis the amount 

received through the clearing system. This verification can be made with the 

confirmations of the transactions delivered the business day following the transaction, or 

through the settlement reports delivered the day following the transaction, which detail 

all transactions, the value traded and commissions, or through its account with Latin 

Clear, to which they have direct access.  

13. In the case of transactions involving debt obligations, the purchasing client must pay the 

security’s accumulated interests including the days since the issue date1 and until the 

trade’s settlement date. This amount must be written down on the transactions’ 

confirmation and sent by fax to the Exchange, in order to be subsequently included in the 

monetary settlement, by debiting the buyer and crediting the seller.  

                                                
1 Or the last Interest Payment date. 
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14. Payment of commissions to the Exchange for primary issues that the issuer pays shall be 

the responsibility of the sell-side Seat, deducting in advance from this payment the 

commissions generated in each of the transactions. In these cases, the amount of the 

corresponding commissions shall not be debited through the clearing system. In the event 

that the commissions charged in advance have been depleted, their charge shall be done 

through Latin Clear, debiting the sell-side Seat Holder. 

15. Prospectuses for primary issues must specify the basis on which interests for the different 

securities will be calculated, that is, if they are based on a 365-day year divided by 365 or 

if interests are calculated taking as basis 360-days per year only, or any other type of 

combination.  

16. The Exchange will deliver on a monthly basis an Account Statement to Exchange Seat 

Holders with the monthly operating charges or any other expenses that result from the 

operations. Seat Holder shall pay the Exchange by check within five (5) days following the 

date of the Account Statement. In the event of non-payment, the Exchange can debit the 

amount owed through the clearing system. 

17. Latin Clear shall have an employee in charge of delivering reports and account statements 

resulting from daily operations.  

18. Each Seat Holder shall register one or more persons authorized to deliver and withdraw 

any type of documents.  

19. Each Seat Holder shall be responsible for picking-up from the Exchange’s offices the final 

reports and confirmations of all transactions carried out by its brokers.  

20. Any discrepancy between the amounts and the trading contracts must be notified 

immediately to the person in charge at the Exchange.  

21. Each Seat Holder must keep a list of all transactions carried out through the Exchange and 

a file with copies of all transactions, confirmations, reports, account statements, copies of 

monetary settlements and other documents required by the securities legislation.  
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22. Finally, contracts shall be filed per day and in an ascending order. Latin Clear will be in 

charge of attaching copies of the clearings on each of the transactions. The Exchange shall 

keep a specific file per Seat Holder, in order to keep all correspondence in order. 

 


